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701
701 181533 ADAMS CYCLES INC 4-Wheel Drive Utility Vehicle with Optional Front Winch 1  $   10,390.00 10,390.00$           
701 173845 AP AIR INC 11|A16 B'MENT: AFTERMARKET A/C SYSTEM FOR GRADER 1  $     1,500.55 1,500.55$             
701 173846 AP AIR INC 11|A16 B'MENT: AFTERMARKET A/C SYSTEM FOR GRADER 1  $     1,500.55 1,500.55$             
701 173847 AP AIR INC 11|A16 B'MENT: AFTERMARKET A/C SYSTEM FOR GRADER 1  $     1,106.05 1,106.05$             
701 180673 BOB BROWN CHEVROLET 10|A01B: SEDAN, MID-SIZE 4-DOOR FFV 6-PASSENGER   1  $   17,122.67 17,122.67$           
701 180674 BOB BROWN CHEVROLET 11|A01e: STATION WAGON COMPACT FFV 6  $   15,742.52 94,455.12$           
701 180676 BOB BROWN CHEVROLET 11|A03C: PICKUP, COMPACT EXTENDED CAB             35  $   15,496.99 542,394.65$        
701 180677 BOB BROWN CHEVROLET 11|A03D: PICKUP, STANDARD EXTENDED CAB 10  $   19,946.21 199,462.10$        
701 189823 BOBCAT COMPANY 11|A36b: Bobcat T190 Compact Track Loader M0023 with: 1  $   37,519.00 37,519.00$           
701 189824 BOBCAT COMPANY 11:A36b upfit: Additonal IaDOT specific items installed on Line 1 CTL 1  $        369.99 369.99$                
701 168786 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A05F: SPECIALITY PICKUP - ROAD RATER 2  $   25,429.00 50,858.00$           
701 178139 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A04A: Van, HD std length 2-passenger 4  $   21,774.00 87,096.00$           
701 178140 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A04A: VAN. HD STD Length 2-Passenger W/Orange Paint 1  $   22,118.00 22,118.00$           
701 180764 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A01f: Mid-Size Hybrid Passenger Sedan 3  $   24,692.85 74,078.55$           
701 180678 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A03a: PICKUP, STANDARD - ORANGE 31  $   18,689.00 579,359.00$        
701 180687 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A03f: PICKUP, STANDARD 4x4 - ORANGE 2  $   20,229.50 40,459.00$           
701 180907 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A04a: Van, HD Standard 2-Passenger 1  $   21,774.00 21,774.00$           
701 180679 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A04a: VAN, HD EXTENDED 2-PASSENGER 1  $   23,850.00 23,850.00$           
701 180680 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A05: PICKUP, HD STANDARD - ORANGE 2  $   20,155.00 40,310.00$           
701 180681 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A05a: PICKUP, HD CAB/CHASSIS - ORANGE 1  $   19,891.00 19,891.00$           
701 180682 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A05a: PICKUP, HD CAB/CHAS W/FLATBED 2  $   19,891.00 39,782.00$           
701 180703 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A05z: Highway Helper Pickup 1  $   29,584.50 29,584.50$           
701 180684 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A06a: PICKUP, LARGE CREW CAB/CHASSIS - ORANGE 1  $   23,071.00 23,071.00$           
701 180685 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A06a: PICKUP, LARGE CREW CAB/CHAS W/FLATBED 1  $   23,071.00 23,071.00$           
701 186956 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|A03a: PICKUP, STANDARD - ORANGE 1  $   18,689.00 18,689.00$           
701 180881 GALENA CHRYSLER 11|A04g: Minivan, Extended 7-Passenger 10  $   21,932.00 219,320.00$        
701 170570 JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG 11|A15: MOWER, RIDING LAWN 2  $     4,424.25 8,848.50$             
701 170571 JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG 11|A15: MOWER, RIDING LAWN 1  $     2,399.20 2,399.20$             
701 170539 JOHN DEERE NO. AMERICA AG 11|A19: ATV CORE DRILL CARRIER 1  $   29,995.00 29,995.00$           
701 180885 KARL CHEVROLET INC 11|A02c: Enforcement Pursuit Vehicle 23  $   25,827.25 594,026.75$        
701 180884 LUJACK'S NORTHPARK AUTO PLAZA 11|A01g: Sedan, Compact 4-door Hybrid 2  $   22,992.00 45,984.00$           
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701 173848 MURPHY TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO 11|A16 B'MENT: AFTERMARKET A/C SYSTEM FOR GRADER 1  $        549.42 549.42$                
701 176120 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 11|A08: LD LOPRO TRUCK CHASSIS W/EXTENDED CAB 1  $   66,932.00 66,932.00$           
701 156771 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 10|A38:HD DOOSAN MODEL DT200TC TOOL CARRIER LOADER 3  $   93,595.00 280,785.00$        
701 156825 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 10|A38:HD DOOSAN DT200TC TOOL CARRIER LOADER 2  $   93,595.00 187,190.00$        
701 182006 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 11|A38: HDTool Carrier Loader                     7  $   98,798.93 691,592.51$        
701 175252 TRANS-IOWA EQUIPMENT INC 11|A51: 4-WHEEL STREET SWEEPER 1  $ 242,132.50 242,132.50$        
701 156550 WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 10|A37A: JCB MODEL 416HT MD TOOL CARRIER LOADER 4  $   89,299.55 357,198.20$        
701 170015 WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 11|A37A: JCB MODEL 416HT MD TOOL CARRIER LOADER 1  $   89,299.55 89,299.55$           
701 178231 YMH-TORRANCE INC    - DES MOINES,IA 11|A47a: Wesco Semi-Electric Pallet truck 27x48 forks 3300 lb. 1  $     2,697.00 2,697.00$             
Total Obj 701 - Self Propelled Vehicles 172 4,818,761.36$     
702
702 175627 ADAMS CYCLES INC 11|B506: PLOW, LIGHT DUTY SNOW 1  $     1,730.00 1,730.00$             
702 193780 ALGONA MARINE & SPORT INC 11|B361: Motor, 4-Stroke, Long Shaft, 25-HP Outboard 2  $     4,432.00 8,864.00$             
702 177392 AMES ENGINEERING, INC 11|:303 BETTERMENT, HIGH SPEED PROFILER FRAME 1  $   10,400.00 10,400.00$           
702 177393 AMES ENGINEERING, INC 11|303: BETTERMENT, KHZ ROLINE LASER SENSOR 1  $   21,500.00 21,500.00$           
702 177394 AMES ENGINEERING, INC 11|303: BETTERMENT, GRAY COMPUTER CASE HARDWARE 1  $     1,500.00 1,500.00$             
702 177395 AMES ENGINEERING, INC 11|303: BETTERMENT, AUTO START/STOP SENSOR 1  $        500.00 500.00$                
702 172971 AMES REPAIR SHOP 11|B207: FILLER, EDGE RUT - COMPLETE, CENTER CHUTE 1  $     5,000.00 5,000.00$             
702 179611 ASPEN AERIALS INC 11|B057: 10-year service of Aspen Aerials UB60 under bridge inspector S/N10057 1  $ 203,650.00 203,650.00$        
702 189857 BOBCAT COMPANY 11|B052: Bobcat HB980 Hydraulic Breaker with Nail Point 7113421 1  $     7,039.00 7,039.00$             
702 189858 BOBCAT COMPANY 11|B640: Felling FT-16DE00140 Trailer 1  $   10,522.88 10,522.88$           
702 184841 CAPITAL CITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY 11|B009: Kubota Snow & Utility Blade with Hydraulic Angle 1  $     1,439.00 1,439.00$             
702 180686 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|B051: 8-FT FLATBED MOUNTED ON 5 HPU14.2 1  $     3,799.00 3,799.00$             
702 180683 CHARLES GABUS FORD 11|B051: 8-FT FLATBED MOUNTED ON 5HPU 1.3 - DOT 2  $     3,799.00 7,598.00$             
702 177733 CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP 11|B056: CRANE, ARTICULATED  PM model 8522 3  $   22,960.00 68,880.00$           
702 175516 DITCH WITCH IOWA, INCORPORATED 11|B653: TRAILER, REEL 1  $     6,625.00 6,625.00$             
702 175497 DUKE AERIAL EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B292: USED SKYJACK 3220:   LIFT, SISSOR 2  $     2,600.00 5,200.00$             
702 176869 DUKE AERIAL EQUIPMENT INC. SCISSOR LIFT RECONDITIONING 2  $     3,700.00 7,400.00$             
702 190819 DULTMEIER SALES-OMAHA 11|B600: Spreader, Utility 1  $        988.50 988.50$                
702 171455 EARTHCAM INC EARTHCAM PORTABLE CCTV TRAILERS 2  $   42,495.00 84,990.00$           
702 171456 EARTHCAM INC PORTABLE CCTV TRAILERS 2  $     2,499.00 4,998.00$             
702 171457 EARTHCAM INC PORTABLE CCTV TRAILERS 2  $     7,640.00 15,280.00$           
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702 171458 EARTHCAM INC PORTABLE CCTV TRAILERS 2  $     1,355.00 2,710.00$             
702 171459 EARTHCAM INC CAMERA UPGRADE WITH HEATER 2  $        465.00 930.00$                
702 170671 ELLIOTT EQUIPMENT CO. 11|B524: SNOW BLOWER, LOADER MOUNTED 1  $   64,318.00 64,318.00$           
702 170413 FALCON ROAD MAINTENANCE 11|B261: HEATER, SINGLE AXLE PREMIX 1  $     8,650.00 8,650.00$             
702 170414 FALCON ROAD MAINTENANCE 11|B261: HEATER, TANDEM AXLE PREMIX 3  $   10,325.00 30,975.00$           
702 172356 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION 11|B574: KIEFER TRAILER, ANTI-ICE 2600-GALLON 2  $   14,135.00 28,270.00$           
702 173079 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION 11|B649: KIEFER TRAILER, LOW-BED RIGID GOOSENECK 1  $   19,090.00 19,090.00$           
702 173324 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION 11|B640: TRAILER, TILT-BED W/STATIONARY FRONT DECK 1  $     4,906.20 4,906.20$             
702 177291 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION 11|B641: Kiefer Liight Duty Tilt Trailer as per Spec No. 1-B641-0910. 1  $     3,225.00 3,225.00$             
702 179108 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION 11|B650: Trailer, 20-Ton  Kiefer model DOT-2500 5  $   14,858.00 74,290.00$           
702 179110 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION 11|B650: Trailer, 20-Ton Kiefer model DOT-2500T 1  $   18,071.00 18,071.00$           
702 179111 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION 10|B650: Trailer, 20-Ton Kiefer model DOT-2500SB 1  $   15,231.00 15,231.00$           
702 170741 HENDERSON TRUCK EQUIPMENT 11|B569: SPRAYER, ANTI-ICE - SINGLE AXLE 9  $     2,090.00 18,810.00$           
702 170742 HENDERSON TRUCK EQUIPMENT 11|B569: SPRAYER, ANTI-ICE - TANDEM AXLE 14  $     2,418.00 33,852.00$           
702 177872 HENKE MANUFACTURING CORP 11|B504: HENKE, SNOW PLOW WITH DOWN-PRESSURE 1  $     8,700.00 8,700.00$             
702 186874 HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 11|B622: Topper, Pickup Aluminum 1  $        810.00 810.00$                
702 186880 HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 11|B622: Topper, Pickup Aluminum 1  $        760.00 760.00$                
702 186881 HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 11|B622: Topper, Pickup Aluminum 1  $        760.00 760.00$                
702 186882 HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 11|B622: Cover, Roll-Top 2  $        360.00 720.00$                
702 189676 HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 11|B622: Topper, Aluminum meeting the following requirements: 1  $     1,010.00 1,010.00$             
702 190791 HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 11|B622: Topper, Aluminum Pickup 2  $        740.00 1,480.00$             
702 190184 HOUGE UPHOLSTERY 11|B622: Aluminum pickup topper meeting the following requirements: 1  $     1,272.00 1,272.00$             
702 178285 IMAGO NORTH AMERICA 11|B498: Sign, Portable Dynamic Message   3  $   26,850.00 80,550.00$           
702 178286 IMAGO NORTH AMERICA 11|B498: Sign, Portable Dynamic Message           10  $   26,350.00 263,500.00$        
702 183378 IMAGO NORTH AMERICA 11|B498: Sign, Changeable Message, Pickup Mount 1  $     6,750.00 6,750.00$             
702 173506 INTERNATIONAL CYBERNETICS 11|B645: UPDATE PAVEMENT FRICTION TESTER TRAILER 1  $   51,437.00 51,437.00$           
702 173507 INTERNATIONAL CYBERNETICS 11|B645: UPDATE PAVEMENT FRICTION TESTER TRAILER 1  $   80,217.00 80,217.00$           
702 173508 INTERNATIONAL CYBERNETICS 11|B622: PICKUP BOX BED COVER LID 2  $     1,700.00 3,400.00$             
702 184467 INTERNATIONAL CYBERNETICS Betterment to Friction Tester B18138 1  $     9,690.00 9,690.00$             
702 184469 INTERNATIONAL CYBERNETICS Betterment to Friction Tester B12963 1  $   10,411.00 10,411.00$           
702 173405 IOWA PRISON INDUSTRIES-DES MOINES 11|B648: TANKER, 5000-GALLON MILITARY 1  $     4,500.00 4,500.00$             
702 183598 KELTEK INC 11|B291: Lightbar, Enforcement MVE - Chevy Tahoe 23  $     1,249.00 28,727.00$           
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702 183600 KELTEK INC 11|B495: Signal Arrow - Chevy Tahoe 23  $        699.99 16,099.77$           
702 183601 KELTEK INC 11|B495: Signal Arrow 13  $     1,104.99 14,364.87$           
702 173657 KERMIT MISKELL & SONS LTD 11|B377: MOWER, DISC 1  $     6,972.00 6,972.00$             
702 180599 KEYSTONE ENGINEERING 11|B309: Planer, Attachment - 24-Inch, Flat Tooth, Fine Finish 1  $   37,464.05 37,464.05$           
702 183827 KIMCO USA INC 11|B103: Conveyor, Salt - 24"x 60' 22  $   32,161.45 707,551.90$        
702 183832 KIMCO USA INC 11|B103: Conveyor, Salt - 24"x 70' 6  $   34,371.79 206,230.74$        
702 189689 KIMCO USA INC B103 Salt Conveyor Hydraulic System Betterment to B41304 1  $     4,500.00 4,500.00$             
702 190820 KIMCO USA INC Hydraulic Kit Betterment for following B103 24"x 60' conveyors currently on orde 22  $     4,500.00 99,000.00$           
702 190822 KIMCO USA INC Hydraulic Kit Betterment for following B103 24"x 70' conveyors currently on orde 5  $     4,500.00 22,500.00$           
702 170125 MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 11|B508: MONROE, REVERSE STRAIGHT 11' SNOW PLOW 20  $     4,129.00 82,580.00$           
702 170126 MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 11|B531: MONROE, REVERSE FUNNEL 11' SNOW PLOW 2  $     4,430.00 8,860.00$             
702 170537 MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 11|B191: CONTROLS BETTERMENT TO B#39516 1  $     4,825.00 4,825.00$             
702 170738 MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 11|B590: SANDER, TAILGATE DUAL DISCHARGE 1  $     4,508.00 4,508.00$             
702 171074 MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 11|B520: WING, LD STRAIGHT MOLDBOARD 1  $     3,790.00 3,790.00$             
702 179164 MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 11|B205: Conveyor, Tailgate Edge Rut 1  $     3,960.00 3,960.00$             
702 188306 MONROE TRUCK EQUIP 11|B590: Sander, Stainless Steel, Tailgate Dual Spinner 1  $     4,695.00 4,695.00$             
702 178887 MTI DISTRIBUTING 11|B512: Toro Power Clear 210 Electric Start, Walk-Behind Snow Thrower 1  $        464.96 464.96$                
702 175465 NATIONAL SIGNAL INC 11|B496: TRAILER, ARROW SIGNAL, DIESEL 1  $     7,400.00 7,400.00$             
702 175466 NATIONAL SIGNAL INC 11|B492: TRAILER, ARROW SIGNAL, SOLAR 1  $     5,200.00 5,200.00$             
702 171326 NORTHERN TOOLS & EQUIPMENT 11|B621: TARP, HD DUMP BODY 1  $           68.64 68.64$                  
702 176121 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 11|B042: HIGH ROOF SERVICE BODY 1  $   14,895.00 14,895.00$           
702 171468 PAVING MAINTENANCE SUPPLY INC 11|B633: REMOVER, PAINT LINE, WALK-BEHIND 1  $     3,645.00 3,645.00$             
702 173031 ROADWAY SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES 11|B073: TRAILER, ATTENUATOR 2  $   15,060.00 30,120.00$           
702 156772 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 10|B081: ACS 2.5YD X 102" GP W/BOE BUCKET 3  $     6,849.00 20,547.00$           
702 156773 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 10|B078: ACS #30 CONSRT DUTY PALLET FORK ATTMENT 3  $     4,668.00 14,004.00$           
702 156826 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 10|B081: ACS 2.5YD X 102" GP BUCKET W/BOE 2  $     6,849.00 13,698.00$           
702 156827 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 10|B078: ACS CONST DUTY PALLET FORK ATTACHMENT 2  $     4,668.00 9,336.00$             
702 156828 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 10|B079: ACS 2.5YD X 102" SCRAP GRAPPLE BUCKET 2  $   13,470.00 26,940.00$           
702 182007 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 11|B081: 2.5 Yard Bucket       7  $     6,951.74 48,662.18$           
702 182008 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 11|B078: Pallet Fork Attachment  7  $     4,738.02 33,166.14$           
702 170425 RUETER'S RED POWER, DENNIS MASSIER 11|B525: BLOWER, 3PT ROTARY SNOW 6  $     3,530.00 21,180.00$           
702 173505 RUETER'S RED POWER, DENNIS MASSIER 11|B032: BLADE, HD UTILITY TAIL 3  $     4,380.00 13,140.00$           
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702 184536 SCHULTE USA INC. 11|B381: Mower, Rotary 3pt, 6-Foot 1  $     5,558.03 5,558.03$             
702 184539 SCHULTE USA INC. 11|B383: Mower, Rotary 10-Foot 1  $   17,217.21 17,217.21$           
702 184540 SCHULTE USA INC. 11|B383: Mower, Rotary 15-Foot 3  $   20,448.40 61,345.20$           
702 178668 SIGNALISATION VER MAC, INC. 11|B494: Ver-Mac 3' x 6' L.E.D. Signal, L.E.D Arrow 1  $     2,050.00 2,050.00$             
702 170681 SIMCO DRILLING EQUIPMENT, INC. 11|B191: CORE DRILL, ATV MOUNTED 1  $   39,120.00 39,120.00$           
702 191713 SLIDING SYSTEMS INC Heavy-duty curtain system for a modified flatbed trailer that has had framework, 1  $     4,665.00 4,665.00$             
702 182893 SNOW TECHNOLOGIES LLC SLP Large frame Skid Loader BAT 1  $     4,260.50 4,260.50$             
702 182894 SNOW TECHNOLOGIES LLC SLP Large Frame Pay Loader BAT 1  $     4,760.50 4,760.50$             
702 172357 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC BETTERMENT FOR LINE #1 TRAILERS 2  $     7,427.86 14,855.72$           
702 167859 STAR EQUIPMENT LTD 10|B640: REDI HAUL ML 5460E TRAILER, CONCRETE SAW 1  $     3,789.25 3,789.25$             
702 179162 STAR EQUIPMENT LTD 11|B072: Broom, Truck Mounted Front MB model TKH-TR truck mount 1  $     7,842.85 7,842.85$             
702 173336 TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC 11|B494, LED 4X8 CHEVERON BOARD W/WIRELESS CONTROL 2  $     2,166.00 4,332.00$             
702 176490 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B293: LIFT, TAILGATE 1  $     1,224.00 1,224.00$             
702 176491 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B293: LIFT, TAILGATE 1  $     1,224.00 1,224.00$             
702 176492 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B293: LIFT, TAILGATE 1  $     1,224.00 1,224.00$             
702 176493 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B293: LIFT, TAILGATE 1  $     1,224.00 1,224.00$             
702 176494 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B293: LIFT, TAILGATE 1  $     1,231.00 1,231.00$             
702 176495 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B293: LIFT, TAILGATE 1  $     1,348.00 1,348.00$             
702 183314 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B042: Utility Body 1  $     5,609.00 5,609.00$             
702 183317 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B042: Utility Body 1  $     5,141.00 5,141.00$             
702 183318 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|B042: Utility Body 1  $     5,474.00 5,474.00$             
702 177293 UNITED RENTALS (NORTH AMERICA) INC 11|B651: MLT3060 Portable Light Tower Trailer as per Spec. NO. 1-B651-0910. 1  $     7,149.00 7,149.00$             
702 172931 VIKING CIVES MIDWEST INC 11|B501: VIKING-CIVES TOW PLOW W/TANK 3  $   70,500.00 211,500.00$        
702 174671 WATERS EDGE MARINE 11|B033: BOAT, ALUMINUM RIVETED JON 3  $     1,295.00 3,885.00$             
702 174672 WATERS EDGE MARINE 11|B638: TRAILER, ALUMINUM RIVETED JON BOAT 3  $        835.00 2,505.00$             
702 174281 WATERS EDGE MARINE 11|B361: MOTOR, 4-CYCLE OUTBOARD, 6-HP 1  $     1,575.00 1,575.00$             
702 174282 WATERS EDGE MARINE 11|B361: MOTOR, 4-CYCLE OUTBOARD, 25-HP 2  $     3,970.00 7,940.00$             
702 170313 WAUSAU-EVEREST LP 11|B508: PLOW, HYD REVERSIBLE W/FLEX MOLDBOARD 1  $   11,094.00 11,094.00$           
702 179737 WHELEN ENGINEERING CO 11|B291: Lightbar, Enforcement 1  $     1,156.00 1,156.00$             
702 179740 WHELEN ENGINEERING CO 11|B291: Lightbar, Enforcement 1  $     1,106.00 1,106.00$             
702 180675 WHELEN ENGINEERING CO 11|B495: Signal Arrow 1  $     1,532.40 1,532.40$             
702 156551 WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 10|B081: ACS 2.25 YARD BUCKET 4  $     6,591.74 26,366.96$           
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702 170016 WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 11|B081: 2.0 YD3 SAE HEAPED CAP BUCKET 1  $     6,193.61 6,193.61$             
702 170017 WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 11|B078: PALLET FORK ATTACHMENT 1  $     4,604.22 4,604.22$             
702 177644 WINDRIDGE IMPLEMENTS LLC 11|B079: Bucket, scrap grapple for a 2008, JCB model 416-HT wheel loader. 1  $   11,812.00 11,812.00$           
Total Obj 702 - Road Equipment & Trailers 341 3,338,208.28$     
703
703 171131 RDM INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS INC ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT LIFT TABLE 1  $        966.00 966.00$                
703 171133 RDM INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS INC CASTERS FOR HYDRAULIC LIFT TABLE 1  $        188.00 188.00$                
703 171132 RDM INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS INC MANUAL HYDRAULIC UNIT W/HAND CRANK 1  $        755.00 755.00$                
Total Obj 703 - Large Office Furniture & Files 3 1,909.00$             
704
704 166874 ACME TOOLS DS07: PORTABLE BANDSAW,MILWAUKEE MODEL 6226 W/CASE 1  $        247.83 247.83$                
704 166873 ACME TOOLS DS07: BAND SAW JET #HVBS 7MW 1  $        818.39 818.39$                
704 166866 ACME TOOLS DS07: BAND SAW ELLIS MODEL 1600 MITRE 1  $     2,003.44 2,003.44$             
704 164779 ACME TOOLS 09|DD30: Magnetic Drill, Evolution Mustang 3500X 2  $        822.42 1,644.84$             
704 166872 ACME TOOLS DD52: DRILL PRESS            JET #JDP-20MF 1  $        625.00 625.00$                
704 166864 ACME TOOLS DD52: DRILL PRESS            ELLIS MODEL 9400 1  $     2,068.84 2,068.84$             
704 181173 ACME TOOLS DD52: DRILL PRESS            JET #JDP-20MF 3  $        651.25 1,953.75$             
704 185587 ACME TOOLS FY11| DS07: Band Saw DO-ALL Model 400-S 2  $   13,241.85 26,483.70$           
704 185586 ACME TOOLS DD52: DRILL PRESS  Ellis 9400 w/varable Speeds 0 to 1200 RPM 5/8" Tappered Shank 3  $     2,122.34 6,367.02$             
704 193518 ACME TOOLS DeWalt 12" miter saw DW718 1  $        629.99 629.99$                
704 193520 ACME TOOLS DeWalt 10" table saw DW744X 1  $        499.00 499.00$                
704 193521 ACME TOOLS Paslode air hammer PF3505 1  $        284.39 284.39$                
704 193522 ACME TOOLS Paslode air sheeting stapler S200-S1B 1  $        224.99 224.99$                
704 193523 ACME TOOLS Porter Cable air compressor C3151 1  $        307.99 307.99$                
704 175062 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT41: TANK, 925 GAL ACE W/DOMED ENDS, W/NO SUMP 6  $        628.00 3,768.00$             
704 175063 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT41: TANK, 925 GAL ACE W/DOMED ENDS, W/SUMP 6  $        628.00 3,768.00$             
704 175072 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 2  $     2,368.00 4,736.00$             
704 175073 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 1  $     2,368.00 2,368.00$             
704 175074 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 2  $     2,368.00 4,736.00$             
704 175075 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 2  $     2,368.00 4,736.00$             
704 175076 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 6  $     2,368.00 14,208.00$           
Large Office Furniture & Files
Shop Tools & Small Equipment
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704 175077 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 1  $     2,368.00 2,368.00$             
704 176159 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC 11|DT38: TANK, 6250 VERTICAL 102D X 191 ACE VT6250 2  $     2,418.00 4,836.00$             
704 172076 AIR CONTROL INC 10|DH61: HOIST,  ELECTRIC CHAIN 2 TON 1  $     2,995.00 2,995.00$             
704 172077 AIR CONTROL INC 10|DH61: HOIST,  ELECTRIC CHAIN 2 TON 1  $     2,846.00 2,846.00$             
704 172078 AIR CONTROL INC 10|DH61: HOIST,  ELECTRIC CHAIN 2 TON 1  $     2,838.00 2,838.00$             
704 188842 AIR CONTROL INC FY11|DH61: Hoist,  electric chain 2 ton 1  $     3,015.50 3,015.50$             
704 185544 AIRGAS NORTH CENTRAL-DES MOINES 11|DW10: MIG Welder 208/230 Volt, 1 Phase, 60 Hz With 250 Amp .030" - .035" M-25 1  $     1,944.81 1,944.81$             
704 185545 AIRGAS NORTH CENTRAL-DES MOINES 11|DW11: Welder/Generator With 12.75HP Kohler Electric Start Engine With Standar 1  $     2,237.60 2,237.60$             
704 186869 AIRGAS NORTH CENTRAL-DES MOINES 11| DC77: Cutter, Plasma: Esab PCM-875  #36590 5  $     1,808.18 9,040.90$             
704 181171 AIRGAS NORTH CENTRAL-FORT DODGE 11|DD30: DRILL, MAGNETIC EVOLUTION MUSTANG 3500X 2  $        859.81 1,719.62$             
704 188795 AMSAN LLC FY11/DB71: BURNISHER, FLOOR WITH 20 INCH HEAD AND PACKAGE OF 20 INCH PADS. 4  $        710.00 2,840.00$             
704 188796 AMSAN LLC FY11/DM43: FLOOR SCRUBBER 17" ROTARY HEAD, 1  $        579.00 579.00$                
704 188797 AMSAN LLC FY11/DS48: FLOOR SCRUBBER  Winsor model SC 17D2 17" 1  $     4,100.00 4,100.00$             
704 194059 AMSAN LLC FY12/DB71: BURNISHER, FLOOR WITH 20 INCH HEAD AND PACKAGE OF 20 INCH PADS. 1  $        710.00 710.00$                
704 194061 AMSAN LLC FY12/DS48: FLOOR SCRUBBER 1  $     4,100.00 4,100.00$             
704 178066 ANIXTER INC Inverter, 5000 watt, 12vdc to 120vac Brand AIMS 1  $        380.68 380.68$                
704 180695 ANIXTER INC Inverter, 5000 watt, 12vdc to 120vac Brand AIMS 1  $        380.68 380.68$                
704 181177 ANKENY ACE HARDWARE 11|DG07: GENERATOR-RECOIL   START- 5K WATT 3  $        639.99 1,919.97$             
704 181178 ANKENY ACE HARDWARE 11|DG07: GENERATOR-ELECTRIC START- 5K WATT 1  $        749.99 749.99$                
704 184519 ANKENY ACE HARDWARE 11|DG07|: Briggs & Stratton Portable Generator - Electric Start, 8750 Surge Watt 1  $        925.00 925.00$                
704 188848 BARRON EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC FY11|CR20:   Cantilever Rack 1  $     1,135.00 1,135.00$             
704 193693 BARRON EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC 11|DH60: Hoist,  12 volt I-Beam Electric Winch-Hoist My-Te Model 80-12 1  $     1,886.00 1,886.00$             
704 193696 BARRON EQUIPMENT COMPANY INC 11|DH69: Light Duty Pillar Base Jib Crane 350 1  $     2,002.00 2,002.00$             
704 163778 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 10|DH06: BREAKER 90# CP-1240S 1-1/8" 2  $        835.00 1,670.00$             
704 163779 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 09|DB41: BREAKER/DRIVER ELECTRIC WITH 1.125 HEX 3  $     1,199.00 3,597.00$             
704 164778 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 10|DH03: CHIPPER PNEU CP 4123 PYSA 2  $        299.00 598.00$                
704 164780 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 10|DG31: GRINDER AIR HAND HELD SIOUX 1HP 7" AIR 4  $        749.00 2,996.00$             
704 164782 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 10|DS06: SANDBLASTER CYCLO 3824 2  $        849.00 1,698.00$             
704 171641 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 11|DD47: HAMMER DRILL ELECTRIC  BOSCH 11304K 1  $     1,199.00 1,199.00$             
704 171640 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY 11|DH08: HAMMER DRILL ELECTRIC  BOSCH 11335K 3  $     1,198.00 3,594.00$             
704 181172 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY DD47: HAMMER DRILL ELECTRIC    MILWAUKEE #5426-21 1-3/4" With Case 2  $        559.00 1,118.00$             
704 185585 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY FY11| DS07: BAND SAW ELLIS MODEL 1600 MITRE 3  $     2,075.00 6,225.00$             
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704 181745 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) DD19: OIL DISPENSER PUMP F/55 GAL DRUM  LINCOLN 16  $        698.00 11,168.00$           
704 183625 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) DD19: OIL DISPENSER PUMP F/55 GAL DRUM  LINCOLN 1  $        698.00 698.00$                
704 188204 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) FY11|DD19: Lincoln Oil Dispenser Pump for 55 Gal Drum: 13  $        665.00 8,645.00$             
704 188230 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS INC (ANKENY) FY11| DP92: PUMP, GREASE GUM   LINCOLN #989 1  $        705.01 705.01$                
704 185569 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11|DJ09: JACK  5 TON SERVICE            OTC #1505B 4  $        472.71 1,890.84$             
704 185571 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11|DJ11: JACK 10 TON HYD SERVICE OTC #1510B STINGER 2  $        595.62 1,191.24$             
704 185572 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11|DJ26: JACK 10 TON PORT-A-POWER COBRA OTC 1519A 4  $        476.96 1,907.84$             
704 185574 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11| DD27: DUAL WHEEL DOLLY JACK          OTC #1770A 2  $        709.07 1,418.14$             
704 185575 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11|DT43: TESTER START/CHARGER/BATTERY  OTC #3167 1  $        772.34 772.34$                
704 185573 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11|DJ10: JACK 10 TON FRAME AIR JACK   OTC 1591A 6  $        888.58 5,331.48$             
704 185576 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11|DR21: RAMP TRUCK 20 TON 16" TREAD WIDE  OTC 5269 7  $        421.72 2,952.04$             
704 185578 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11| DP52: PULLEY SET OTC 1676 & 18886 1  $        970.21 970.21$                
704 185579 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11| DT50: HYD, 50 GALLON FLOW TESTER     OTC #4235 1  $     1,412.03 1,412.03$             
704 185581 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11| DJ31: JACK  1 TON TRANS LOWLIFT      OTC #5019a 2  $     1,181.80 2,363.60$             
704 185582 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11| DJ11: JACK 10 TON AIR/HYD   SERVICE  OTC 5110 4  $     2,601.27 10,405.08$           
704 185580 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11| DJ12: JACK 25 TON UNDER AXLE AIR/HYD OTC #5092 9  $        956.13 8,605.17$             
704 188830 CARQUEST AUTO PARTS OF FY11|DW29: Air Impact Wrench 1"  Ingersall Rand IR00285-6 1  $        375.00 375.00$                
704 176725 CAS DATA LOGGERS 11|DD25:HIGH-PRECISION DATA LOGGER 1  $     3,975.00 3,975.00$             
704 176726 CAS DATA LOGGERS 11|DD25:UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY 1  $           65.00 65.00$                  
704 176727 CAS DATA LOGGERS 11|DD25:RUGGED WEATHERPROOF ENCLOSURE 1  $        398.00 398.00$                
704 176728 CAS DATA LOGGERS 11|DD25:TEST AND CALIBRATION CERTIFICATES 1  $        455.00 455.00$                
704 188846 DELTA RIGGING & TOOLS INC FY11|DD32:Drill, Sinker Drill 30# 7/8" hex CP-0022 1  $     1,010.95 1,010.95$             
704 172073 DULTMEIER SALES-DAVENPORT 10|DD19: OIL DISPENSER PUMP 110V 1HP 2  $        376.00 752.00$                
704 176427 ELECTRIC WHOLESALE COMPANY FY11/DM59: ETCON WL140 WIRE LENGTH METER 1  $     1,310.00 1,310.00$             
704 188798 FASTENAL CO FY11|DS06:  Bead Blasting Cabinet Cyclo 3824 1  $        795.41 795.41$                
704 188799 FASTENAL CO FY11|DS06:  Bead Blasting Cabinet Cyclo 4040 1  $     1,158.50 1,158.50$             
704 194074 FASTENAL CO FY12|DS06:  Bead Blasting Cabinet Cyclo 4040 5  $     1,228.01 6,140.05$             
704 194072 FASTENAL CO FY12|DS06:  Bead Blasting Cabinet Cyclo 3824 1  $        795.41 795.41$                
704 193643 FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO 11|DP62:Welch Two Stage Belt Drive High Vacuum Pump Model 1405B-01or 1  $     1,851.53 1,851.53$             
704 193648 FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO Replacement Filter Element 1  $        118.76 118.76$                
704 193647 FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO Directional Exhaust Filter 1  $        347.99 347.99$                
704 172614 FORNEY INC 11|DS49:SIEVE SHAKER RAINHART MARY ANN #637D 1  $     2,177.63 2,177.63$             
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704 186122 FORNEY LP 11|DB03  6KG BALANCE Make LA Model, LA-0466-203 13  $        245.00 3,185.00$             
704 186123 FORNEY LP 11|DB03  HARD SIDE CASE  Make Model, LA-0466-203-01 13  $           52.00 676.00$                
704 186276 FORNEY LP Hook for weighing below balance. Make Model, LA-0466-203-02 13  $           43.99 571.87$                
704 163994 FOUNDATION MECHANICS INC 10|DG64: GROUND PENETRATING RADAR (GPR) 1  $   90,000.00 90,000.00$           
704 174871 GEOCOMP CORP 11|DM62:AUTOMATED STRESS PATH TRIAXIAL UNIT 1  $   41,789.38 41,789.38$           
704 182810 GEOCOMP CORP 11|DM62:AUTOMATED STRESS PATH TRIAXIAL UNIT 1  $   33,636.88 33,636.88$           
704 186512 GLOBAL EQUIPMENT CO DT15: Stainless Steel Mobile Scissor Lift Table 2 #984963   1  $        819.00 819.00$                
704 181165 GRAINGER #853763530 PURCHASING 11|DC51: COMPRESSOR GAS POWERED SPEEDAIRE NO.1VN93 2  $        743.00 1,486.00$             
704 188826 HERTZ EQUIPMENT RENTAL CORP FY11|DH05: Air Breaker 35# CP-1210-S w/muffler for 1" Bits 5  $        679.23 3,396.15$             
704 188827 HERTZ EQUIPMENT RENTAL CORP FY11|DH06: Air Breaker 60# CP-1230-S w/Muffler for 1-1/8" Bits 2  $        707.50 1,415.00$             
704 179202 HOTSY CLEANING SYSTEMS Hotsy Model M-950 Oil Fired Portable  Hot Water Pressure Washer 1  $     3,743.50 3,743.50$             
704 174724 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. 11|DW02 WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #982SS NG 9  $     3,000.12 27,001.08$           
704 174725 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. 11|DW02 WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT HOTSY #981SS LP 1  $     3,000.12 3,000.12$             
704 174726 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. 11|DW02: WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT OIL FIRED 1  $     2,324.95 2,324.95$             
704 174727 HOTSY EQUIPMENT CO. HOTSY REEL MODEL 4416 1  $        195.95 195.95$                
704 174728 HUNDERTMARK INC DW02, WASHER HOT WATER, 230 VOLT AALADIN 16-423SS 2  $     5,064.00 10,128.00$           
704 172837 INNOVATIVE LABORATORY SYSTEMS 11|DH56:REPLACEMENT FUME HOOD BASE CABINET 1  $     1,175.00 1,175.00$             
704 172838 INNOVATIVE LABORATORY SYSTEMS 11|DH56:INSTALLATION FUME HOOD BASE CABINET 1  $        700.00 700.00$                
704 174874 INSTRO TEK INC 11|DT71: MIST DEVICE (USE SPR FUNDS) 1  $   16,010.00 16,010.00$           
704 164777 JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & 09|DH06: Breaker 35# CP-1210-S for 1" Bits 4  $        645.00 2,580.00$             
704 163780 JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & 10|DB40: BREAKER/DRIVER GAS WACKER BH24 W/1.125 1  $     2,656.00 2,656.00$             
704 166863 JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & DD32: DRILL, SINKER DRILL 45#   1" HEX CP-0032S 1  $     1,179.50 1,179.50$             
704 166862 JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & DC44: COMPACTOR VIBRATOR PAN, WACKER WP-1550AW 3  $     1,595.00 4,785.00$             
704 188828 JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & FY11|DT21: Air Backfill Tamper (Sullair) MBT-6 w/6" Butt 1  $        656.00 656.00$                
704 188836 JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & FY11|DH06: Air Breaker 90# Sullair #MPB-90AS for 1-1/8" shaft 1  $        774.00 774.00$                
704 193745 JAMES INSTRUMENTS, INC. 12|D47T:James Bond Test™ Test Kit MK III or equal meeting the following: 1  $     2,592.00 2,592.00$             
704 173640 JOHN DAY COMPANY 11|DT75: GEARWENCH 1,178 PIECE 4  $     4,328.00 17,312.00$           
704 173650 JOHN DAY COMPANY FY11/DT75: GEAR WRENCHS AND SOCKETS 5  $        444.61 2,223.05$             
704 186079 JOHNSTON AUTOSTORES The Dayco D100S Crimper with the following: 4  $     2,875.49 11,501.96$           
704 176115 KESSLER SOILS ENGINEERING PRODUCTS 11|DG04  MIT SCAN-T2 3  $   19,630.00 58,890.00$           
704 189235 KUKA SALES GROUP 11|DT42:Betterment to a Tinius Olsen 400,000 pound capacity Super L compression 1  $   26,100.00 26,100.00$           
704 186867 LINWELD (DES MOINES) 11|DW10: Welder, Mig, Miller Millermatic 252 #MIL907-321 5  $     1,674.00 8,370.00$             
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704 186870 LINWELD (DES MOINES) 11|DW10: Welder, Mig (multiprocess): Miller XMT 350 cc\cv #951-327 1  $     4,100.00 4,100.00$             
704 186868 LINWELD (DES MOINES) 11|DW09: Welder, Stick: Miller Dial Arc 250, #907-017 5  $     1,891.00 9,455.00$             
704 186872 LINWELD (DES MOINES) 11|DO36: Oven, Welding Rod - 150 lb. cap., Dry Rod Type:  Dryrod II Mfr. Model # 1  $        650.00 650.00$                
704 188843 LOCATORS AND SUPPLIES INC FY11|DL35: Locator, magnetic 1  $     3,000.00 3,000.00$             
704 194068 LOCATORS AND SUPPLIES INC FY12|DL35: Locator, magnetic 2  $     3,000.00 6,000.00$             
704 169031 LOGAN CONTRACTORS SUPPLY (DES 10:DV22 VIBRATOR, CONCRETE OZTEC  2.4SS MOTOR 1  $        795.00 795.00$                
704 173641 LYON WORKSPACE PRODUCTS 11|DC01: LYON RR1466 CHEST & RR1476 CABINET 40" 1  $     1,416.26 1,416.26$             
704 173646 LYON WORKSPACE PRODUCTS 11|CC60: LYON 6614 BOLT CABINET 2  $     1,158.28 2,316.56$             
704 171834 MARCO FY10|DR54: BARRICADE WITH 12 VOLT DC CORD 1  $     1,280.00 1,280.00$             
704 171835 MARCO 1/4" QUICK-DISCONNECT CPLR V27 1  $           20.29 20.29$                  
704 171836 MARCO 5' OF 3/8" HOSE WITH FITTINGS 2  $           18.60 37.20$                  
704 171837 MARCO 2 OUTLET AIRLINE FILTER COMPLETE 1  $        250.55 250.55$                
704 171838 MARCO COUPLING 2-LUG MALE 1"   ME2 1  $             2.17 2.17$                     
704 171839 MARCO HOSE TO PIPE ADAPTER 3/8" -3/8" V13 1  $             4.29 4.29$                     
704 171840 MARCO CALIBRATION KIT COC50    8003101 1  $        190.06 190.06$                
704 171841 MARCO 50 ' X 3/8" BREATHING LINE EXTENSION 2  $        132.74 265.48$                
704 171842 MARCO HELMET 88 W/28" TAN VX CAPE 1  $        492.23 492.23$                
704 171843 MARCO LT DUTY RESPIRATOR BF30B 1  $        273.79 273.79$                
704 171844 MARCO HOOD AIR CONDITIONER W/BELT AC1000 1  $        148.89 148.89$                
704 171845 MARCO LENS OUTER-BULLARD BRAND .015 50/PK 1  $           15.80 15.80$                  
704 171846 MARCO INNER LENS - ACETATE  .040" 1  $           49.64 49.64$                  
704 171847 MARCO LENS ADHESIVE COVER 25/PKG    7714 1  $           29.06 29.06$                  
704 172655 MAXPRO TECHNOLOGIES 11|DC51: MAXPRO AIR AMPLIFIER SYSTEM 1  $     5,165.00 5,165.00$             
704 190171 MIDLAND SCIENTIFIC INC FY11|DT97: Turbidimeter, Portable, Hach 2100Q 1  $        792.61 792.61$                
704 172087 MIDWEST SAFETY COUNSELORS INC 4-GAS PERSONAL MONITOR 30  $        516.50 15,495.00$           
704 178659 MS FOSTER & ASSOCIATES 11| DL14:  GL3000PMC Wing Plow Guidance Laser 4  $     2,260.00 9,040.00$             
704 194064 MS FOSTER & ASSOCIATES 12| DL14:  GL3000PMC Wing Plow Guidance Laser 1  $     2,251.28 2,251.28$             
704 177962 NESSA, INC. Tank, 9000 Vertical Tank, 120D X 203H ACE VT9000 3  $     3,885.00 11,655.00$           
704 188804 NORTHERN TOOLS & EQUIPMENT FY11|DC44: COMPACTOR VIBRATOR PAN 1  $     1,317.03 1,317.03$             
704 188807 NORTHERN TOOLS & EQUIPMENT FY11|DV22: Vibrator, Concrete - Stinger Type 2  $        607.67 1,215.34$             
704 193517 NORTHERN TOOLS & EQUIPMENT 2 HP electrice concrete vibrator ,  Stinger type 1  $        606.65 606.65$                
704 194062 NORTHERN TOOLS & EQUIPMENT FY12|DC44: COMPACTOR VIBRATOR PAN 1  $     1,314.12 1,314.12$             
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704 188844 O'REILLY AUTOMOTIVE INC - FY11|DR45: Recovery-recycling-recharging system Robinair model 34788 2  $     3,209.00 6,418.00$             
704 194069 O'REILLY AUTOMOTIVE INC - FY12|DR45:  Recovery-recycling-recharging system Robinair model 34788 3  $     3,195.00 9,585.00$             
704 173648 PEERLESS SUPPLY, INC. 11|CC60: WEATHERHEAD C-40X 4  $        696.62 2,786.48$             
704 181514 PILE DYNAMICS INC FY11|DA20: ANALYZER, PILE DRIVING 1  $   33,612.66 33,612.66$           
704 181516 PILE DYNAMICS INC 2-PR ACCELEROMETERS (SMART) 3  $     1,119.14 3,357.42$             
704 181517 PILE DYNAMICS INC PDA TRANSMITTERS 3  $     1,030.46 3,091.38$             
704 181518 PILE DYNAMICS INC TRANSIT CASE 1  $        354.72 354.72$                
704 181519 PILE DYNAMICS INC UPGRADE SENSOR TO SMART AND Re-calibrate 2  $        194.27 388.54$                
704 188845 POWER TORQUE SYSTEMS LC FY11|DW30|  Wren Tools Low Profile Hydraulic Torque Machine Model 8 Low Head 1  $   11,500.00 11,500.00$           
704 186871 PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC 11|DW15: Welding, Down draft Table 3'x4':  Micro Air XA34 1  $     7,916.00 7,916.00$             
704 186875 PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC 11|DW15: Welding, Down draft Table 2'x3':   Micro Air XA23 4  $     3,992.00 15,968.00$           
704 193772 RAPIDS WHOLESALE EQUIPMENT FY12|DF28: Low-Temperature Laboratory Freezer 1  $     2,287.63 2,287.63$             
704 175194 R-CON NDT 11|DV25  HIGH INTENSITY X-RAY VIEWER 1  $     1,150.00 1,150.00$             
704 185546 S J SMITH WELDING SUPPLY 11| DC77: CUTTER, PLASMA ESAB PCM-875        #36590 2  $     2,036.23 4,072.46$             
704 188360 SCHABEN INDUSTRIES 11|DT38: Tank, 9000 Vertical, Make: Norwesco No. 40231 HD Blue Color, Tank 141- 8  $     4,276.66 34,213.28$           
704 166865 SKIDRIL INC 10|DD56: SKIDRIL HP18 HYDRAULIC POST DRIVER 1  $     3,980.00 3,980.00$             
704 185565 SNAP-ON IND A DIV OF IDSC HOLDINGS FY11|DW29: IMPACT WRENCH 18 Volt   1/2 INCH 1  $        407.40 407.40$                
704 185567 SNAP-ON IND A DIV OF IDSC HOLDINGS FY11|DW29: IMPACT WRENCH AIR   1 INCH 1  $        714.00 714.00$                
704 185568 SNAP-ON IND A DIV OF IDSC HOLDINGS FY11|DW26: TORQUE WRENCH, 250-600 LB. 1  $        794.40 794.40$                
704 172222 SOLUTIONS DIRECT ONLINE 10|DP02  DIGITAL REBAR LOCATOR, R-METER MKIII 1  $     2,963.84 2,963.84$             
704 175078 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL 95D X 89H NOR2500VERT 2  $        874.07 1,748.14$             
704 175079 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL 95D X 89H NOR2500VERT 2  $        874.07 1,748.14$             
704 175080 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL 95D X 89H NOR2500VERT 2  $        874.07 1,748.14$             
704 175081 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL 95D X 89H NOR2500VERT 2  $        874.07 1,748.14$             
704 175082 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DT38: TANK, 2500 VERTICAL 95D X 89H NOR2500VERT 5  $        874.07 4,370.35$             
704 175070 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DT38: TANK, 5000 VERTICAL 102 X 152 NOR5000VERT 1  $     2,720.84 2,720.84$             
704 175071 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DT38: TANK, 7800 VERTICAL 119 X 176 NOR7800VERT 1  $     3,686.94 3,686.94$             
704 175059 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 1PH 5  $        888.28 4,441.40$             
704 175061 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 230V 1PH 9  $     1,133.35 10,200.15$           
704 175058 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 208V 3PH 1  $        711.47 711.47$                
704 175060 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 120/208V3PH 1  $        929.11 929.11$                
704 176544 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DT38: TANK, 7800 VERTICAL 119 X 176 NOR7800VERT 1  $     4,255.00 4,255.00$             
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704 177986 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DP68: Pump, Pacer: 2" Ports, 5hp, 230v 175gpm 1phase 1  $        888.28 888.28$                
704 179626 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC 11|DP68: PUMP, PACER: 3" PORTS, 7.5HP, 230V 1PH 1  $     1,183.00 1,183.00$             
704 179747 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC DP68: PUMP, PACER: 2" PORTS, 5HP, 230V 175GPM 1PH 1  $     1,024.00 1,024.00$             
704 186323 TAPCO 11|D64:Handheld sign  retroreflectometer 1  $   10,300.00 10,300.00$           
704 178065 TOTAL TOOL SUPPLY INC FY11|DH31: PVC Pipe Heater, Greenlee 851 for 1/2" to 4" pipe 1  $        606.00 606.00$                
704 174677 TRANSIT WORKS FY11|DL34: MAGNETIC LOCATOR W/HARD CASE 1  $        549.00 549.00$                
704 194065 TRANSIT WORKS FY12|DL34: MAGNETIC LOCATOR W/HARD CASE 1  $        695.00 695.00$                
704 186510 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. 11|DD56: FAIRMONT POST DRIVER #HPD-HV-U PART #11186 2  $     1,987.00 3,974.00$             
704 188829 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC. FY11|DT21: Hyd Backfill Tamper, Fairmont H4802-3 1  $     1,392.00 1,392.00$             
704 185556 VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES FY11|DS17: STIHL CUTQUIK SAW TS-420-14" with cart 4  $     1,175.00 4,700.00$             
704 185555 VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES FY11|DS08: GAS POWERED POLE CHAIN SAW W/10 FT BOOM 4  $        487.96 1,951.84$             
704 149681 VARITECH INDUSTRIES DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH 1  $   19,945.80 19,945.80$           
704 149682 VARITECH INDUSTRIES DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH 1  $   19,945.80 19,945.80$           
704 149683 VARITECH INDUSTRIES DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH 1  $   19,945.80 19,945.80$           
704 149684 VARITECH INDUSTRIES DP13: SALT BRINE PRODUCTION PLANT 5000 GPH 1  $   19,945.80 19,945.80$           
704 176140 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY 11|D46T ELE DIGITAL, PORTABLE COMPRESSION TESTER model ELE36-0718/02 1  $     9,829.00 9,829.00$             
704 178123 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY 11|DS47:SIEVE SHAKER RAINHART MARY ANN #637D 1  $     2,159.00 2,159.00$             
704 179950 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY 11|DS47:SIEVE SHAKER RAINHART MARY ANN #637D 1  $     2,159.00 2,159.00$             
704 173643 WRIGHT TOOL CO 11|DC01: WATERLOO MG5612 12 DRAWER 2  $     3,105.00 6,210.00$             
704 173647 WRIGHT TOOL CO 11|CC60: AKRO-MILS APRS 150Y 4  $        319.00 1,276.00$             
704 173651 WRIGHT TOOL CO FY11/DT75: GRAY IMPACT SOCKET SETS 5  $        158.01 790.05$                
Total Obj 704 - Shop Tools & Small Equipment 485 1,016,742.26$     
705
705 194034 AMES ENGINEERING, INC FY12|EM30: DISTANCE METER, NU-METRICS-NS-50, NITESTAR 4  $        555.00 2,220.00$             
705 194037 AMES ENGINEERING, INC FY12|EM30: Speed Sensor $ GPS Antenna & 12V Power Plug 3  $        565.00 1,695.00$             
705 183863 IOWA TRANSIT INC CST Berger Quick Clamp Aluminum Tripod 1  $           75.00 75.00$                  
705 183844 IOWA TRANSIT INC TopCon Automatic Level AT-B4 24X Auto Level 1  $        184.38 184.38$                
705 194237 IOWA TRANSIT INC MAG MOUNT  SECO PN 5114-02 4  $        169.00 676.00$                
705 194238 IOWA TRANSIT INC TRUCK SCREW ON  BRACKET SECO PN: 5114-30-02 4  $        414.00 1,656.00$             
705 194239 IOWA TRANSIT INC CELL PHONE CASE FOR POLE SECO PN 8143-22-FLY 4  $           13.00 52.00$                  
705 194240 IOWA TRANSIT INC GPS 10' HEADS UP VIAL SECO PN 5114-02 4  $           76.00 304.00$                
705 176474 TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC GPS-1 GIS NETWORK RTK GGD KIT /W VERIZON CDMA 14  $   10,118.00 141,652.00$        
Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment
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705 176475 TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC BC-30D DUAL BATTERY CHARGER:           NO. 60700 14  $        146.00 2,044.00$             
705 176476 TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC TOP SURV PRO MODULE:                   NO. 60301 14  $        371.00 5,194.00$             
705 177005 TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Rover   1  $     5,942.00 5,942.00$             
705 194231 TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC E20R: Topcon GPT-GR-3 GPS Rover 4  $     6,179.00 24,716.00$           
705 194233 TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC RADIO RS-1 FOR COMUNICATING WITH ROBOT.   4  $        774.00 3,096.00$             
Total Obj 705 - Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment 76 189,506.38$        
706
706 191711 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC Piezo BL Class II 6 foot sensor with 300 foot cable leed 40  $        330.00 13,200.00$           
706 191712 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC Piezo BL Class I 11 foot sensor with 300 foot coaxial cable. 40  $        802.00 32,080.00$           
706 192825 ACT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS INC Portable Traffic Counters Peak ADR1000+4RT 48  $        950.00 45,600.00$           
706 176616 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 180 FEET, WITH INSTALLATION, ALLAMAKEE CO. 1  $   66,969.00 66,969.00$           
706 176615 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 180 FEET, WITH INSTALLATION, MANCHESTER 1  $   66,969.00 66,969.00$           
706 173297 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 180 FEET, WITH INSTALLATION, FRANKLIN CO. 1  $   66,969.00 66,969.00$           
706 176611 ALLSTATE TOWER INC TOWER, 180 FEET, WITH INSTALLATION, MONONA CO. 1  $   66,969.00 66,969.00$           
706 186045 AMERESCO SOLAR SOLUTIONS INC Solar Panel 50 watt BP model 350J 17  $        249.00 4,233.00$             
706 186046 AMERESCO SOLAR SOLUTIONS INC Solar panel Mounting Brackets, Ameresco HMP18-30 10  $           39.00 390.00$                
706 191693 AMERESCO SOLAR SOLUTIONS INC Solar Panel 50 watt,  BP Model BP450J 17  $        249.00 4,233.00$             
706 182564 BRUENING ROCK PRODUCTS INC Concrete pad for tower building at the Allamakee County, (Waukon), remote tower 1  $     2,600.00 2,600.00$             
706 183347 CHAMPION CRANE SERVICE Crane rental for Bedford 1  $     1,041.25 1,041.25$             
706 185080 COLORADO SOLAR ELECTRIC BatteryMINDer Solar Voltage Regulator Model: SCC180  50  $           58.50 2,925.00$             
706 182907 CONCRETE INC Concrete for tower building pad at Franklin County remote, (Latimer). 1  $        427.79 427.79$                
706 185053 ECM INC Piezo BL Class II 6 foot sensor with 300 foot cable leed 26  $        341.00 8,866.00$             
706 185079 ECM INC Piezo BL Class I 11 foot sensor with 300 foot coaxial cable. 34  $        867.00 29,478.00$           
706 185082 ECM INC Piezo BL Class II 8 foot sensor  with 100 foot coaxial cable Betterment to F0198 5  $        304.00 1,520.00$             
706 185083 ECM INC Piezo BL Class II 10 foot sensor with 100 foot coaxial cable. Betterment to F019 5  $        360.00 1,800.00$             
706 192377 ECS INC Samsung  LED MFM TV  FX2490HD 1920x1080  with 1 yr warranty 1  $        388.00 388.00$                
706 192380 ECS INC HDMI 12' cable 1  $           17.99 17.99$                  
706 188524 ELECTRIC INNOVATIONS Belden Wire 8471 Multi-Conductor - High-Conductivity Copper Speaker Cable Twiste 10  $        507.72 5,077.20$             
706 185084 EMERSON NETWORK POWER SURGE Piezo Lighting protection. Edco Model  CX06-M 20  $           58.80 1,176.00$             
706 185089 EMERSON NETWORK POWER SURGE Loop Lightning protection.  Edco model SRA-6LCA-916 50  $           13.30 665.00$                
706 176856 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS MIXER/AMP, 300 WATT, 6 CHANNEL, FENDER 1  $        579.67 579.67$                
706 176857 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS 2 SPEAKER STANDS FOR LINE 10, WITH TRAVEL BAG 1  $           96.63 96.63$                  
Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment
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706 176863 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS LISTEN SYSTEM, ADDITIONAL RECEIVERS 6  $           88.35 530.10$                
706 176862 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS LISTEN SYSTEM, 1 TRANSMITTER, 4 RECEIVERS 2  $     1,012.00 2,024.00$             
706 176864 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS LISTEN SYSTEM, EAR SPEAKER FOR RECEIVERS 14  $           11.30 158.20$                
706 176859 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS MICROPHONE WITH 15 FOOT CORD 1  $           43.00 43.00$                  
706 176865 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS DIGITAL RECORDER, WAV, MP3 2  $        169.00 338.00$                
706 176861 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS STAND, MICRPHONE, TABLE TYPE 1  $             9.18 9.18$                     
706 176860 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS STAND, MICRPHONE, BOOM TYPE 1  $           28.53 28.53$                  
706 176858 FULL COMPASS SYSTEMS WIRELESS MIC SYSTEM, HANDHELD MIC AND RECEIVER 3  $        284.29 852.87$                
706 173173 GENERAL DYNAMICS SATCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ANALYZER, GENERAL DYNAMICS 2  $   22,950.00 45,900.00$           
706 188596 GENERAL TRAFFIC CONTROLS INC.
    
40  $        406.80 16,272.00$           
706 188597 GENERAL TRAFFIC CONTROLS INC. Hoffman Latch Kits  for Type 12 Enclousers 30  $           82.50 2,475.00$             
706 186047 GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO Cabinet for recorder equipment 10  $           61.86 618.60$                
706 186048 GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO Cabinet Latch Kits 15  $           79.18 1,187.70$             
706 186335 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Flash Memory Card, 8GB SDHC 1  $           19.00 19.00$                  
706 186334 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Canon Powershot SX130IS 1  $        193.00 193.00$                
706 194460 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Canon SX30IS Digital Camera 1  $        407.00 407.00$                
706 194461 H B LEISEROWITZ CO 8G SD Memory Card 1  $           16.74 16.74$                  
706 194462 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Camera Bag 1  $           21.00 21.00$                  
706 171912 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC ANTENNA 150-160 MHZ BAND-WIDTH, OMNI, DIPOLE 4  $        443.37 1,773.48$             
706 172126 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC ANTENNA 150-160 MHZ BAND-WIDTH, OMNI, DIPOLE 4  $        443.37 1,773.48$             
706 171907 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CLAMPS, ANDREW 8  $           39.75 318.00$                
706 172121 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CLAMPS, ANDREW 8  $           39.75 318.00$                
706 171905 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CONNECTOR, N-FEMALE, ANDREW 6  $           21.20 127.20$                
706 172119 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CONNECTOR, N-FEMALE, ANDREW 6  $           21.20 127.20$                
706 171906 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CONNECTOR, N-MALE, ANDREW 6  $           21.20 127.20$                
706 172120 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CONNECTOR, N-MALE, ANDREW 6  $           21.20 127.20$                
706 171910 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC GROUND KIT 7/8 INCH HELIAX 8  $           18.21 145.68$                
706 172124 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC GROUND KIT 7/8 INCH HELIAX 8  $           18.21 145.68$                
706 171909 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC HANGER FOR 7/8 INCH HELIAX,  BAG OF 10 UNITS 24  $           22.17 532.08$                
706 172123 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC HANGER FOR 7/8 INCH HELIAX,  BAG OF 10 UNITS 24  $           22.17 532.08$                
706 171913 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC LIGHTNING PROTECTOR, POLYPHASER, FEMALE-N 4  $           41.50 166.00$                
706 172127 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC LIGHTNING PROTECTOR, POLYPHASER, FEMALE-N 4  $           41.50 166.00$                
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706 171908 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC STAND-OFF, 36 INCH FOR ANTENNA MOUNT 6  $        119.20 715.20$                
706 172122 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC STAND-OFF, 36 INCH FOR ANTENNA MOUNT 6  $        119.20 715.20$                
706 171911 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC WEATHER PROOFING KIT 2  $           15.62 31.24$                  
706 172125 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC WEATHER PROOFING KIT 2  $           15.62 31.24$                  
706 171904 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC 7/8 INCH FOAM HELIAX CABLE, ANDREW 720  $             3.44 2,476.80$             
706 172118 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC 7/8 INCH FOAM HELIAX CABLE, ANDREW 720  $             3.44 2,476.80$             
706 172137 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC ANTENNA 150-160 MHZ BAND-WIDTH, OMNI, DIPOLE 2  $        443.37 886.74$                
706 172132 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CLAMPS, ANDREW 4  $           39.75 159.00$                
706 172130 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CONNECTOR, N-FEMALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.20 63.60$                  
706 172131 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CONNECTOR, N-MALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.20 63.60$                  
706 172135 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC GROUND KIT 7/8 INCH HELIAX 4  $           18.21 72.84$                  
706 172134 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC HANGER FOR 7/8 INCH HELIAX,  BAG OF 10 UNITS 12  $           22.17 266.04$                
706 172138 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC LIGHTNING PROTECTOR, POLYPHASER, FEMALE-N 2  $           41.50 83.00$                  
706 172133 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC STAND-OFF, 36 INCH FOR ANTENNA MOUNT 3  $        119.20 357.60$                
706 172136 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC WEATHER PROOFING KIT 1  $           15.62 15.62$                  
706 172129 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC 7/8 INCH FOAM HELIAX CABLE, ANDREW 360  $             3.44 1,238.40$             
706 172148 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC ANTENNA 150-160 MHZ BAND-WIDTH, OMNI, DIPOLE 2  $        443.37 886.74$                
706 172143 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CLAMPS, ANDREW 4  $           39.75 159.00$                
706 172141 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CONNECTOR, N-FEMALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.20 63.60$                  
706 172142 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC CONNECTOR, N-MALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.20 63.60$                  
706 172146 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC GROUND KIT 7/8 INCH HELIAX 4  $           18.21 72.84$                  
706 172145 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC HANGER FOR 7/8 INCH HELIAX,  BAG OF 10 UNITS 12  $           22.17 266.04$                
706 172149 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC LIGHTNING PROTECTOR, POLYPHASER, FEMALE-N 2  $           41.50 83.00$                  
706 172144 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC STAND-OFF, 36 INCH FOR ANTENNA MOUNT 3  $        119.20 357.60$                
706 172147 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC WEATHER PROOFING KIT 1  $           15.62 15.62$                  
706 172140 HUTTON COMMUNICATIONS INC 7/8 INCH FOAM HELIAX CABLE, ANDREW 360  $             3.44 1,238.40$             
706 173995 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH PERS COLOR C/P/S/F AMES BRIDGE INSP 1  $        495.00 495.00$                
706 176511 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS BW RICOH MFC C/P/S/F MOTOR CARRIER SERV 1  $     8,587.30 8,587.30$             
706 176512 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS COLOR MULTI COPIER C/P/S/F GRIMES GARAGE 1  $     6,696.86 6,696.86$             
706 176514 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS COLOR RICOH MFC C/P/S STORM LAKE MAINT OFFICE 1  $     8,407.54 8,407.54$             
706 176520 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS COLOR MULTI COPIER C/P/S/F CORALVILLE MAINT 1  $     8,915.51 8,915.51$             
706 176521 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F DAVENPORT MAINT. 1  $     8,915.51 8,915.51$             
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706 176522 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F OTTUMWA CONSTRUCTION 1  $     8,915.51 8,915.51$             
706 176523 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S CHEROKEE RCE 1  $     8,407.54 8,407.54$             
706 176524 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F SIOUX CITY RCE 1  $     8,915.51 8,915.51$             
706 176525 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F BRIDGE & STRUCTURES 1  $   11,904.45 11,904.45$           
706 177146 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F CONTRACTS 1  $   11,904.45 11,904.45$           
706 177147 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S IT DIVISION 1  $   10,532.48 10,532.48$           
706 177148 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F D1 OFFICE 1  $   11,523.10 11,523.10$           
706 177165 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F D6 OFFICE CEDAR RAPIDS 1  $   10,659.10 10,659.10$           
706 177167 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F D5 DFS FAIRFIELD 1  $   11,040.45 11,040.45$           
706 177168 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F ROW ADMIN 1  $   11,904.45 11,904.45$           
706 177169 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F CEDAR RAPIDS FIELD OFF RCE 1  $   10,659.10 10,659.10$           
706 177170 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F MVE ADMIN ANKENY 1  $   11,040.45 11,040.45$           
706 177172 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S DESIGN ADMIN AMES 1  $   11,015.13 11,015.13$           
706 177173 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F DM RCE 1  $   11,040.45 11,040.45$           
706 177175 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS COLOR RICOH MFC C/P/S ROW ADV MGMT AMES 1  $     8,407.54 8,407.54$             
706 178889 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS Fax module for MPC4000 Copier 1  $        507.97 507.97$                
706 180103 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S Office of Rail 1  $   10,532.48 10,532.48$           
706 180516 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Hanlontown Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180501 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for D6  Paint Crew/ Mario 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180593 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Oskaloosa Garage. 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180594 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Washington Garage. 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180595 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Dewitt Garage. 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180588 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Adair Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180517 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Mason City Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180557 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with 2 paper trays and surge protector for Che 1  $        718.49 718.49$                
706 180510 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Altoona Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180596 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Tipton Garage. 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180558 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Council Bluffs Norrh 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180597 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Manchester  Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180512 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Williams Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180598 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Tiffin WB Rest Area. 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180591 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Missouri  Valley Gara 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
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706 180507 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Newton Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180499 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f 2 trays and surge protector for Correctionvill 1  $        718.49 718.49$                
706 180592 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Osceola Garage. 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180513 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Garner Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180498 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector Soldier Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 180500 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for D1 Paint Crew. 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 181169 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S/F Office of Envrionmental Services 1  $   11,040.45 11,040.45$           
706 182561 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS Ricoh LV Color M/f copier for Motor Pool/Equip Srvs. C/P/S/F w/ 2 paper trays, & 1  $        718.49 718.49$                
706 182562 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS Ricoh LV Color M/f copier C/P/S/F for MCS/IRP section  w/1 paper tray, & surge p 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 184516 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC C/P/S OFFICE OF ERMS- SUPPORT 1  $   10,151.13 10,151.13$           
706 184518 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS Ricoh LV Color M/f copier C/P/S/F for Cherokee Maint.   w/1 paper tray, & surge 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 185499 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Anamosa Garage. price 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 186083 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f with surge protector for Urbana Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 191161 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV Color M/F Ricoh Copier c/p/s/f w/surge protector for Algona Garage 1  $        579.49 579.49$                
706 191590 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS Motor Carrier, IRP LV B/W Ricoh  C/P/S/F w/ 2 trays, surge protector  & hard dis 1  $     1,901.07 1,901.07$             
706 194344 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS RICOH COLOR MFC P/S/F   Britt RCE PRICE TO INCLUDE: COLOR COPIER WITH PRINTER, 1  $   10,061.41 10,061.41$           
706 194434 IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS LV C  M/F C/P/S/F Waverly Maint. Garage 1  $        718.49 718.49$                
706 174351 INFOMAX OFFICE SYSTEMS TABLETOP 12" ROLL LAMINATOR PRINTING 1  $     2,187.00 2,187.00$             
706 192824 INTERNATIONAL ROAD DYNAMICS CORP Weigh-in-Motion Traffic Counter IRD 3  $     5,995.00 17,985.00$           
706 182471 KRIZ-DAVIS CO. Electrical parts for Allamakee County, (Waukon), tower site. This equipment is r 1  $        697.59 697.59$                
706 182906 KRIZ-DAVIS CO. Electrical parts for installation of Power at the Taylor County remote tower, (B 1  $        107.96 107.96$                
706 182905 KRIZ-DAVIS CO. Electrical supplies for installation of electric service to Calhoun County remot 1  $        832.41 832.41$                
706 185042 KRIZ-DAVIS CO. Inductive Loop Wire Cat No. 903-2, Type 14, AWG Size 19/27 28  $        136.53 3,822.84$             
706 189182 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION FLASHBACK2 IN-CAR CAMERA SYSTEM 19  $     5,273.00 100,187.00$        
706 189189 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION SHIPPING FOR LINE 1 1  $        950.00 950.00$                
706 192056 MCGOUGH CONSTRUCTION CO INC This cost was incured to set the tower building at the Rockwell City 1  $        975.00 975.00$                
706 181547 MID AMERICAN SIGNAL HD Wavetronix Unit 3  $     5,749.00 17,247.00$           
706 181548 MID AMERICAN SIGNAL Mounting Bracket 3-axis 3  $        199.00 597.00$                
706 181549 MID AMERICAN SIGNAL 40 foot Smart Sensor Harness 3  $        291.00 873.00$                
706 185081 MID AMERICAN SIGNAL Wavetronix Smart Sensor HD SS125 1  $     5,749.00 5,749.00$             
706 191690 MID AMERICAN SIGNAL HD Wavetronix Unit 5  $     5,749.00 28,745.00$           
706 178662 MIDAMERICAN ENERGY COMPANY Installation of Electricity in Calhoun County, Rockwell City 1  $     7,047.30 7,047.30$             
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706 176102 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, MOTOROLA 8  $     4,252.38 34,019.04$           
706 176107 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, MOTOROLA 23  $     4,252.38 97,804.74$           
706 175051 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, MOTOROLA 233  $     3,452.38 804,404.54$        
706 176761 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC RADIO, APX7500, 150/700 MHZ, MOTOROLA 2  $     3,805.20 7,610.40$             
706 192529 MPH INDUSTRIES Traffic Radar unit, MPH Industries Model: Bee III Ka-Band with Dual Antennas 25  $     2,000.00 50,000.00$           
706 182903 NORTH CENTRAL MILLWRIGHT INC Crane rental to set the Franklin County remote tower building, (Latimer). 1  $        300.00 300.00$                
706 193012 OFFICEMAX (URBANDALE) Heavy duty cross-cut shredder 1  $        528.94 528.94$                
706 176156 PANVENO TOWER SERVICE LLC TOWER WORK TO POPULATE BEDFORD TOWER 1  $     1,356.00 1,356.00$             
706 176157 PANVENO TOWER SERVICE LLC TOWER WORK TO POPULATE CASS RMT TOWER 1  $     1,565.00 1,565.00$             
706 177959 PANVENO TOWER SERVICE LLC TOWER WORK TO POPULATE ROCKWELL CITY TOWER 1  $     1,230.00 1,230.00$             
706 183348 PERRY NOVAK ELECTRIC INC Crane rental for Waukon site 1  $     1,137.50 1,137.50$             
706 175609 PITNEY-BOWES INC PB SEMI AUTO-FEED POSTAGE METER FOR CARROLL DL 1  $        836.00 836.00$                
706 190093 QWEST COMMUNICATIONS(JEANIE BCM 50 450 Multi Image Hard Drive 2  $        215.46 430.92$                
706 190092 QWEST COMMUNICATIONS(JEANIE BCM 50 6.0 2  $        794.12 1,588.24$             
706 170655 QWEST ENTERPRISE AMERICA BCM IP TELEPHONY CLIENT 1 SEAT 5  $           65.94 329.70$                
706 170656 QWEST ENTERPRISE AMERICA BCM MCDN AUTHORIZATION CODES 6  $     1,468.54 8,811.24$             
706 170657 QWEST ENTERPRISE AMERICA BCM VOIP GATEWAY 4 TRUNK SOFTWARE AUTH. CODE 6  $        559.44 3,356.64$             
706 191217 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC LIGHTNING PROTECTOR, POLYPHASER, FEMALE-N 2  $           38.88 77.76$                  
706 191221 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC cable entrance box and grounding system, manufacturer: Polyphaser 1  $     1,192.50 1,192.50$             
706 192079 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC ground strap, 1.5 inches X 100 feet, tower grounding material, vendor Polyphaser 2  $        156.25 312.50$                
706 192081 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC TOWER LEG CLAMPS, vendor Polyphaser 12  $             8.13 97.56$                  
706 192091 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC LIGHTNING PROTECTOR, POLYPHASER, FEMALE-N 2  $           38.88 77.76$                  
706 192096 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC TOWER LEG CLAMPS, vendor Polyphaser 12  $             8.13 97.56$                  
706 192108 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC LIGHTNING PROTECTOR, POLYPHASER, FEMALE-N 2  $           38.88 77.76$                  
706 192109 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC cable entrance box and grounding system, manufacturer: Polyphaser 1  $     1,192.50 1,192.50$             
706 192111 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC ground strap, 1.5 inches X 100 feet, tower grounding material, vendor Polyphaser 2  $        156.25 312.50$                
706 192113 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC TOWER LEG CLAMPS, vendor Polyphaser 12  $             8.13 97.56$                  
706 192123 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC LIGHTNING PROTECTOR, POLYPHASER, FEMALE-N 2  $           38.88 77.76$                  
706 192126 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC ground strap, 1.5 inches X 100 feet, tower grounding material, vendor Polyphaser 2  $        156.25 312.50$                
706 192128 SANTA FE DISTRIBUTING INC TOWER LEG CLAMPS, vendor Polyphaser 12  $             8.13 97.56$                  
706 191208 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP 7/8 INCH FOAM HELIAX CABLE, ANDREW 400  $             3.72 1,487.80$             
706 191209 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CONNECTOR, N-FEMALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.76 65.27$                  
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706 191210 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CONNECTOR, N-MALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.76 65.27$                  
706 191211 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CLAMPS, ANDREW 4  $           39.63 158.54$                
706 191212 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP STAND-OFF, 36 INCH FOR ANTENNA MOUNT 3  $        121.22 363.66$                
706 191213 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP HANGER FOR 7/8 INCH HELIAX,  BAG OF 10 UNITS 12  $           23.00 276.00$                
706 191214 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP GROUND KIT 7/8 INCH HELIAX 4  $           18.89 75.56$                  
706 191215 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP WEATHER PROOFING KIT 1  $           16.20 16.20$                  
706 192080 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP WALL BRACKET, FOR ANTENNA 1  $           99.15 99.15$                  
706 192082 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP 7/8 INCH FOAM HELIAX CABLE, ANDREW 400  $             3.72 1,487.80$             
706 192083 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CONNECTOR, N-FEMALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.76 65.27$                  
706 192084 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CONNECTOR, N-MALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.76 65.27$                  
706 192085 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CLAMPS, ANDREW 4  $           39.63 158.54$                
706 192086 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP STAND-OFF, 36 INCH FOR ANTENNA MOUNT 3  $        121.22 363.66$                
706 192087 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP HANGER FOR 7/8 INCH HELIAX,  BAG OF 10 UNITS 12  $           23.00 276.00$                
706 192088 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP GROUND KIT 7/8 INCH HELIAX 4  $           18.89 75.56$                  
706 192089 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP WEATHER PROOFING KIT 1  $           16.20 16.20$                  
706 192090 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP ANTENNA 150-160 MHZ BAND-WIDTH, OMNI, DIPOLE 2  $        442.07 884.15$                
706 192095 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP WALL BRACKET, FOR ANTENNA 1  $           99.15 99.15$                  
706 192099 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP 7/8 INCH FOAM HELIAX CABLE, ANDREW 400  $             3.72 1,487.80$             
706 192100 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CONNECTOR, N-FEMALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.76 65.27$                  
706 192101 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CONNECTOR, N-MALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.76 65.27$                  
706 192102 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CLAMPS, ANDREW 4  $           38.63 154.54$                
706 192103 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP STAND-OFF, 36 INCH FOR ANTENNA MOUNT 3  $        121.22 363.66$                
706 192104 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP HANGER FOR 7/8 INCH HELIAX,  BAG OF 10 UNITS 12  $           23.00 276.00$                
706 192105 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP GROUND KIT 7/8 INCH HELIAX 4  $           18.89 75.56$                  
706 192106 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP WEATHER PROOFING KIT 1  $           16.20 16.20$                  
706 192112 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP WALL BRACKET, FOR ANTENNA 1  $           99.15 99.15$                  
706 192107 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP ANTENNA 150-160 MHZ BAND-WIDTH, OMNI, DIPOLE 2  $        442.07 884.15$                
706 192114 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP 7/8 INCH FOAM HELIAX CABLE, ANDREW 400  $             3.72 1,487.80$             
706 192115 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CONNECTOR, N-FEMALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.76 65.27$                  
706 192116 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CONNECTOR, N-MALE, ANDREW 3  $           21.76 65.27$                  
706 192117 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP CLAMPS, ANDREW 4  $           39.63 158.54$                
706 192118 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP STAND-OFF, 36 INCH FOR ANTENNA MOUNT 3  $        121.22 363.66$                
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706 192119 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP HANGER FOR 7/8 INCH HELIAX,  BAG OF 10 UNITS 12  $           23.00 276.00$                
706 192120 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP GROUND KIT 7/8 INCH HELIAX 4  $           18.89 75.56$                  
706 192121 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP WEATHER PROOFING KIT 1  $           16.20 16.20$                  
706 192122 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP ANTENNA 150-160 MHZ BAND-WIDTH, OMNI, DIPOLE 2  $        442.07 884.15$                
706 192127 TALLEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP WALL BRACKET, FOR ANTENNA 1  $           99.15 99.15$                  
706 192078 TESSCO TECHNOLOGIES GROUND ROD, 5/8 INCH X 8 FEET, COPPER CLAD 18  $           12.15 218.70$                
706 192110 TESSCO TECHNOLOGIES GROUND ROD, 5/8 INCH X 8 FEET, COPPER CLAD 18  $           12.15 218.70$                
706 192125 TESSCO TECHNOLOGIES GROUND ROD, 5/8 INCH X 8 FEET, COPPER CLAD 18  $           12.15 218.70$                
706 194236 TOPCON POSITIONING SYSTEMS INC TOPCON TRL-35 COMMUNICATIONS- ROVER/BASE RADIO    4  $     1,547.00 6,188.00$             
706 188701 TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION PRODUCTS Pelco Base Assy, Square w/Plastic Door, Alum 30  $           94.00 2,820.00$             
706 188702 TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION PRODUCTS Pelco Adapter, 4" Pedestal, Alum 30  $           34.00 1,020.00$             
706 188703 TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION PRODUCTS Pelco Pole, 4"  -8 NPT TOE Sch 40, Spun W/Pelican, Alum  2 ft long 30  $           31.00 930.00$                
706 188525 WESCO Tyco Inline splice kit GILS 4/0 (B72) 150  $           12.95 1,942.50$             
706 177683 WINDSTREAM BCM400 R4-R6 HW-SW UPGRADE KIT 11  $     1,964.52 21,609.72$           
706 177684 WINDSTREAM EXPRESS PLUS SRS 11  $        819.00 9,009.00$             
706 177685 WINDSTREAM BCM450 UC SUITE ADV 1S PAUTH 11  $        109.79 1,207.69$             
706 177483 XEROX CORPORATION COLOR MFC C/P/S W/ EFI FIERY AND COLOR PROFILE 1  $   30,932.00 30,932.00$           
706 185811 XEROX CORPORATION DocuSP Accounting Export for X700 Printer 1  $     3,625.00 3,625.00$             
Total Obj 706 - Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment 5452 2,075,820.73$     
707
707 171314 EMBARKIT INC HP LA2405WG - LCD DISPLAY, 24" WIDESCREEN, 2  $        353.00 706.00$                
707 175513 EMBARKIT INC NVIDIA LCD SHUTTER STEREO GLASSES 5  $        159.80 799.00$                
707 175512 EMBARKIT INC NVIDIA 3D VISION KIT 5  $        212.40 1,062.00$             
707 175511 EMBARKIT INC VIEWSONIC VX2268WM 22" LCD MONITOR 10  $        278.00 2,780.00$             
707 189664 EMBARKIT INC NEC MULTISYNC V421, 42" LCD FLAT PANEL DISPLAY 6  $        760.00 4,560.00$             
707 189665 EMBARKIT INC PEERLESS HG PLA50-UNLP-GB ARTICULATING WALL ARM 5  $        264.00 1,320.00$             
707 189666 EMBARKIT INC TRIPP LITE 25' SVGA CABLE, HD15, M-M, BLACK 5  $           14.00 70.00$                  
707 189667 EMBARKIT INC NEC mounting kit for LCD display 1  $        110.00 110.00$                
707 189668 EMBARKIT INC Peerless mount adapter bracket 1  $        105.00 105.00$                
707 192552 EMBARKIT INC EVGA - GEFORCE 9500GT 80  $           66.00 5,280.00$             
707 171031 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP IPAQ 210 ENTERPRISE HANDHELD 1  $        359.00 359.00$                
707 171231 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W DOCKING STATION 4  $        125.00 500.00$                
Computers & Related Equipment
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707 172249 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP NETBOOK, MINI 5102 - BLACK, WIN7 PRO, 10.1" 1  $        620.00 620.00$                
707 175871 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2405WG - LCD DISPLAY, 24" WIDESCREEN 1  $        353.00 353.00$                
707 176354 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2405WG - LCD DISPLAY, 24" WIDESCREEN 6  $        379.00 2,274.00$             
707 178704 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP IPAQ 210 ENTERPRISE HANDHELD 2  $        359.10 718.20$                
707 182869 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2405WG - LCD DISPLAY, 24" 2  $        309.00 618.00$                
707 182870 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA1951g 19-inch - LCD Display 22  $        160.00 3,520.00$             
707 184201 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2205wg 22-inch Widecreen 1  $        245.00 245.00$                
707 188276 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA1951g 19-inch - LCD Display 5  $        160.00 800.00$                
707 187999 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 230W Advanced Docking Station 2  $        171.00 342.00$                
707 188000 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP 90W Smart AC/Auto/Air Combo 2  $        119.00 238.00$                
707 189597 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA1951g 19-inch - LCD Display 3  $        160.00 480.00$                
707 190764 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA1951g 19-inch - LCD Display 15  $        160.00 2,400.00$             
707 190766 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2205wg 22-inch Widescreen LCD Monitor 15  $        227.00 3,405.00$             
707 192551 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA1951g 19-inch - LCD Display 10  $        160.00 1,600.00$             
707 193341 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA1951g 19-inch - LCD Display 10  $        160.00 1,600.00$             
707 193894 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2205wg 22-inch Widescreen LCD Monitor 20  $        196.00 3,920.00$             
707 193897 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA1951g 19-inch - LCD Display 20  $        160.00 3,200.00$             
707 194202 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2405WG - LCD DISPLAY, 24" WIDESCREEN 1  $        309.00 309.00$                
707 194208 HEWLETT-PACKARD HP LA2205wg 22-inch Widescreen LCD Monitor 9  $        196.00 1,764.00$             
707 175794 INTERGRAPH CORPORATION Z/I MOUSE OPTICAL INPUT DEVICE FOR 3D DATA CAPTURE 2  $     2,000.00 4,000.00$             
707 20316 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES HWY-04-502.419- IBM THINKPAD A-31, P4-1.8 GHZ, 1  $     1,799.00 1,799.00$             
707 20317 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES IBM 3.5" REMOVABLE DISKETTE DRIVE 1  $           69.00 69.00$                  
707 192349 SYMMETRICOM INC S200 GPS time server. 1  $     3,595.00 3,595.00$             
707 192352 SYMMETRICOM INC 3 year extended warranty.  Total of 5 years 1  $        754.95 754.95$                
707 174212 VYATTA INC VYATTA 514, PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION 1 YEAR 2  $        852.30 1,704.60$             
707 176605 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC ETHERNET ROUTING SWITCH 4548GT-PWR WITH 48 18  $     2,750.62 49,511.16$           
707 189119 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC 8612XLRS 12-port 10GBase-X XFP Routing Switch 2  $   17,729.52 35,459.04$           
707 189120 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC 8010CMHS FAN TRAY. Required for use with ERS8600 "-RS" 4  $        533.99 2,135.96$             
707 189121 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC 1-port 10GBase-SR XFP. Supports high modal bandwidth 12  $     1,300.49 15,605.88$           
707 191415 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC Ethernet Routing Switch 8895SF Switch Fabric/CPU 2  $   10,632.15 21,264.30$           
707 191416 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC 8000 Series 256MB PCMCIA flash memory card. 2  $        613.58 1,227.16$             
707 191417 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC 8834XG Routing Switch Module. Combination module with 2 port 2  $   12,758.99 25,517.98$           
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707 191418 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC 1-port 1000Base-SX Gigabit Interface Converter (GBIC) 8  $        169.47 1,355.76$             
707 191419 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC Power Cord 20A/125V NEMA 5-20, North America 3  $             0.01 0.03$                     
707 191420 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC 8006 6 slot chassis. Includes chassis, dual backplane, high-speed fan tray,RS23 1  $     2,665.19 2,665.19$             
707 191421 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC 8005AC 100-240 VAC 1140W/1462W Power Supply. 3  $     1,331.91 3,995.73$             
707 191166 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC Enterprise Enhanced CPU Daughtercard for 8692SF (SuperMezz) 4  $     4,443.56 17,774.24$           
707 193898 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC SR2330 Base N.A. power cord 2  $     1,558.64 3,117.28$             
707 193899 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC SR2330 VPN/IPSec FLD INSTL 2  $        257.17 514.34$                
707 193900 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC External redundant power supply for Secure Router 2330 2  $           97.87 195.74$                
707 193901 XETA TECHNOLOGIES INC Secure Router 2330 Nortel Express 2  $        200.90 401.80$                
Total Obj 707 - Computers & Related Equipment 349 238,721.34$        
Total All Objects 6878 11,679,669.35$  
